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Abstract Although Big Data has been one of most popular topics since last several
years, how to effectively conduct Big Data analysis is a big challenge for every field.
This paper tries to address some fundamental scientific problems in Big Data analy-
sis, such as opportunities, challenges, and difficulties encountered in the analysis. The
challenges rise from multiple domains that include how Management Science influ-
ences data acquisition and data management, Information Science for data access and
processing, Mathematics and Statistics for data understanding and Engineering for
data applications. The paper outlines six open research problems on Big Data. It also
reports some advances on current Big Data research, particularly in high-dimensional
data and non-structured data processing. Finally, remarks on how to develop a Big
Data algorithm are provided.
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1 Introduction

The issue ofBigData has been gradually discussing across all of fields since 2001when
Gartner Co. released its “3Vs” (volume, velocity and variety) description of Big Data
[1]. It became a hot topic for last 4years [2]. However, there is not yet a unified defin-
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ition of Big Data; its interpretation varies from academic and business communities.
The US National Science Foundation describes Big Data as “large, diverse, complex,
longitudinal, and/or distributed data sets generated from instruments, sensors, Inter-
net transactions, email, video, click streams, and/or all other digital sources available
today and in the future” [3], while Wikipedia says, “Big Data is an all-encompassing
term for any collection of data sets so large or complex that it becomes difficult to
process using traditional data processing applications [4]. It is worth to mention that a
group of international scholars brainstormed two definitions of Big Data in a session
on Data Science and Big Data at the Xiangshan Science Conference [5] in Beijing.
The first definition, for academic and business communities, is “a collection of data
with complexity, diversity, heterogeneity, and high potential value that are difficult
to process and analyze in reasonable time,” and the second, for policy makers, is “a
new type of strategic resource in the digital era and the key factor to drive innovation,
which is changing the way of humans’ current production and living.” [6] Now most
of researchers and professionals commonly agree to use “4Vs”—volume, velocity,
variety, and veracity—to describe the main characteristics of Big Data.

BigData allows us to take advantage of full scale of data, structured, semi-structured
and/or non-structured data to make decision. Since it embodies great values that might
not be explored in small sized data, Big Data provides a big opportunity of utilizing
the rapid upgraded information technologies to generate expectations in all fields.
For example, scientific researches in high-energy physics, astronomy, life science,
geosciences and remote sensing can improve their ability with Big Data to discover
unknowns. Policy makers can use Big Data in a systematic approach to assessing
public policies and strategies, while commercial companies explore Big Data for
benefit/income, valuable customer finding, and marketing shares.

Unfortunately, the current information technologies still lack of capability in deal-
ing with the “4Vs” characteristics of Big Data. For “volume”, when data reaches to
Petabyte to Zettabyte in scale, the distributed storage and processing are necessary for
many data owners (either academia or corporations) can be a costly investment. For
“velocity”, due to Big Data flow is growing tremendously in a short time, the device,
equipment and software collecting Big Data need flexibility of responses, which may
go beyond the existing capability for many data owners. For “variety”, the different
types of Big Data, such as multisource, correlated, heterogeneous, non-structured,
unreliable, and inconsistent data demand high efficiency and capacity of database
management environment. Lastly, for “value”, because most existing data mining or
knowledge discovering algorithms (tools) are based on how to handling structured
data, it is difficult to adopt them for finding the value of Big Data.

In this paper, we will present some fundamental scientific problems in Big Data
analysis, such as challenges anddifficulties encountered in the analysis. Section 2of the
paper will describe challenges rise from multiple domains that include how Manage-
ment Science influences data acquisition and data management, Information Science
for data access and processing, Mathematics and Statistics for data understanding and
Engineering for data applications. Section 3 will propose six open research problems
on Big Data. Section 4 will report some advances on current Big Data research, par-
ticularly in high-dimensional data and non-structured data processing. Finally, Sect. 5
will provide remarks and future expectation on Big Data algorithm and analysis.
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2 Challenges of Big Data Analysis

The process of Big Data analysis can be described by a general data analysis, which
consists of several steps, including data acquisition and management, data access and
processing, data mining and interpretation, and data applications (Fig. 1). However,
due to the “4Vs” characteristics of Big Data, the activities of each step in the process
face fundamental challenges. The techniques of multidisciplinary fields need to apply
in addressing such challenges.

The first fundamental challenge is how to effectively acquire, store, and document
Big Data in data acquisition and management. Majority of Big Data are represented as
semi-structured and non-structured formats. Even though the technologies of MapRe-
duce (Hadoop) can be used to acquire Big Data, the traditional data acquisition and
management of Computer Science should be reinforced by the knowledge of Man-
agement Science. For example, the organizational strategy of using Big Data must be
considered before performing the Big Data acquisition. The basic design of Big Data
base and management should be built up in terms of data capabilities, value, ethic,
ownership, policy, quality assurance etc. [7]. With help of Management Science, Big
Data can play as an important role for us to make effective decision.

The second fundamental challenge is related to BigData access and processing. The
complex formats and features of Big Data lead the difficulty of assessing, especially
processing the data for data mining and interpretation. Many existing techniques of
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Information Science are ready to respond this challenge. Since most data mining or
machine leaning algorithms are constructed to handle structured data, they cannot be
used directly analyze a large-scale of semi-structured and non-structured data. Note
that the current information technology still lacks the ability of computing big volume
of semi-structured and non-structured data, such as clustering millions of text files,
images or both in a reasonable time. To do this, we have to find a way to transform the
semi-structured and non-structured data to structured data or pseudo structured formats
which can be analyzed bymany known datamining ormachine leaning algorithms [6].
This transformation process can be done by using the existing information retrieval
algorithms in documents such as for information within documents and metadata
about documents and web page. For a given objective of the transformation, some
information retrieval algorithm can be applied to turn each text file into a single record
with a number of attributes into a “structured or pseudo structured format”. Similarly,
an image can be transformed by using a known pattern recognition algorithm as a
record of the transformed format. It can be observed that whenever the transformation
objective is changed, the structured or pseudo structured format will vary. Therefore,
the knowledge of Information Science can be effectively applied to treat the Big Data
access and processing problem.

The third fundamental challenge is how to utilize rules and principles ofMathemat-
ics and Statistics in Big Data mining and interpretation. With the analyzable Big Data
formats, all possible methods in Mathematics and Statistics may be used to conduct
Big Data analysis. For instance, the modeling methods can include parent space iden-
tification and sampling; clustering, classification, regression, prediction and variable
selection in data mining methods; relevance analysis, latent variable analytics and sta-
tistical inference in analytical methods; and sub sampling, complexity and distributed
computation in computation methods. The challenge reflects when and which method
is appropriate to be used in a particular Big Data mining case. Because the transforma-
tion of Big Data is subject to the pre-determined objective, it can be useful to choose
a method for data mining or knowledge discovery. Like traditional data mining pro-
cedure, experimental design for method choice should be conducted in such Big Data
mining formost of cases. However, the results of BigDatamining have to be interacted
with the user’s judgment for the reason that knowledge changes with the individual
and situation [8]. In order to let the user have a better understanding of knowledge
from Big Data mining, different representation or visualization methods, like uniform
scheme can be employed to show the simple versions of Big Data complexity.

The forth fundamental challenge is how to use knowledge fromBigData analysis in
the real-life applications. This perhaps turns to an Engineering problem. Engineering
is generally defined as “the application of scientific, economic, social, and practical
knowledge in order to invent, design, build,maintain, research, and improve structures,
machines, devices, systems, materials and processes” [9]. Use of Big Data knowledge
in most of situations has to do with enhancing the current stages of either scientific,
economic, or social conditions. Nowadays every corner and event of our human society
depends on Big Data. Data-driven decision is eventually becomes the most reliable
approach to any problem. A good engineering design for Big Data application will
naturally yield the better way to achieve scientific, social and/or economic benefits.
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Variety of Big Data applications can form a new industry, which can be called Big
Data Industry. In such an industry, Big Data is the input, through Big Data analytic
process mentioned in the above, the output will be data generated knowledge that can
be easily turned into products, such as value chain management, business pattern, etc.,
to create a remarkable productivity.

3 Open Problems on Big Data Research

This section outlines some of scientific problems in Big Data analysis and processing
as part of efforts of dealing with Big Data. It is reminder that these problems are
what authors believe and they are urgent to be solved. There could be many remaining
problems depend on the different view of Big Data.

3.1 Problem 1: High Dimensionality

Given a database, when the number of features (p) is far larger than the sample size
(n), and n varies with p(n = n(p)), the situation is called high dimensionality (HD)
problem. When the problem occurs at Big Data, p � n(p). HD frequently appears
in medical science, such as DNA scanning. In the linear case a basic solution can be
shown as:

Consider a linear model as y = β1x1 + β2x2+, · · · , βpxp for Data set, D =
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)}. Then, the matrix format can be represented as Y =
Xn×pβp×1 and the solution is β̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′Y .

An asymptotical normality of this is
√
n(β̂ − β) ∼ N (0, 1

n (X ′X)−1σ 2)
d→ N (0, σ 2 Ip×p).
There are a number of recent approaches that may categorized as sparse modeling,

including compressed sensing, low rank decomposition of matrix and sparse learning
to deal with HD problems (for instance, see [10–13]). Some of these developed algo-
rithms are available to be used to handle HD problems in Big Data. The open research
questions for HD problems are how to add priors so that a HD problem can be well
defined; and how to find effective sparse modeling and etc. Eventually, systematically
solving HD problems need a build-up on the theory and methodology of either HD
statistics or HD data mining.

3.2 Problem 2: Sub-sampling

The current technologies, like Hadoop system of processing Big Data are some types
of divide-and-conquer’schemes, where sub-sampling techniques have been employed.
For example, inMapReduce,Map is designed as random sub-sampling of sub datasets
with intermediate solutions from given large database, where Reduce is an aggregation
process of intermediate solutions for the final estimation of a given database [14].
Although sub-sample is one of the key concepts in Big Data processing, there are
many open questions that need to address so that the more advance technology on
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Big Data can be developed. For example, how to sub-sampling/aggregate so that the
final estimation model of the given original database is properly representing the
database? Is the distributed processing feasible? How about traditional sub-sampling/
re-sampling technologies work? Are there sub-sampling axioms, such as similarity
and transitivity?

3.3 Problem 3: Computational Complexity

Traditionally, computational complexity concerns with how difficult a problem can be
solved, or how much computation cost must be paid if an algorithm is used to solve a
problem.

As an illustration, if a traditional setting can be R = A(P) := A(D), where D is
database, A is computation and R is the complexity. Then a Big Data setting should be
Rt = At (Dt ), where all D, A and R are changed with time associated with the cost.
In this case, the core open questions are how to properly define complexity in big data
setting? Is the complexity easy or difficult to measure for a given big data problem?
How to establish complexity theory for some specific types of big data problems?

3.4 Problem 4: Real and Distributed Computation

Parallel and distributed processing become necessary, perhaps is a unique way of
processing for Big Data [15]. The main challenges of such a real and distributed (R/D)
computation in handling Big Data come from the relationship of three components of
Hadoop system: the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which is a distributed
file system designed to run on commodity hardware, HBase which is an open source,
non-relational, distributed database, and MapReduce. The quality measurements of
Hadoop system for a real and distributed computation include real time, feasibility,
efficiency, scalability, etc. It should be noted that some of the measures are conflicted
each other and a compromised standard among them is away to look for a good compu-
tational result. There are some open questions in this area. For example, does the R/D
computation support fast storage/reading/ranking? For problem decomposability, can
a data modeling problem be decomposed into a series of sub-data set dependent prob-
lems? For solution assemblies, how can the solution of a problem be assembled with
its sub-solution (component solutions)? When the distributed process is conducted,
can the forward and incremental steps be performed by on-line computation?

3.5 Problem 5: Nonstructured Processing

It has been commonly recognized that structured data are those that can be represented
with finite number of rules and can be processed within acceptable time. Otherwise,
the data are nonstructured (some of them are also called semistructured), which are dif-
ficulty to process (for example, thousands of images or text files). The main challenge
of processing nonstructured data is that they are multi-sourced and heterogeneous. In
most of cases, the understanding of the data is cognition dependent. In this area, the
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core open questions are how to build a uniform platform on which different types of
nonstructured data (e.g., mixture of images, text, video and audio) can be processed
simultaneously?How to develop the cognition consistent approaches for nonstructured
data modeling?

3.6 Problem 6: Visualization

Using visual-consistent figures or graphics to exhibit the intrinsic structure and pat-
terns in HD Big Data is challenge visualization analysis. This requires building a
basic tool for human–machine interface and expanding applications. For example,
by using feature extraction, a HD data space can be transformed into feature space
with low dimension (LD), and then by using to visualization techniques, the latter can
be turned into visualized space with 2-dimension or 3-dimension). The key concept
of judging a good visualization tool is that the end user can easily understand the
meaning of Big Data results without knowing any technical analysis behind. Some
current visualization techniques used in showcases, such as The Second Life (http://
secondlife.com/) and video games, can be effectively applied to Big Data visualiza-
tion. The core open questions are: is there essential feature extraction of HD data (say,
dimension-reduction)?What is structured representation of imaginable thinking?How
to construct appropriate visualized space? How to map a problem in feature space (or
data space) to a representation problem in visualized space? [16]

4 Some Advances on Big Data Research

In HD problems, a progress of the sparse modeling has been made. The sparsity (of
x) problem can be described as: There exists a characteristic quantity q(x) such that
q(x) is of singularity (i.e., smaller than the normal). Three orders to deal with HD
problems are illustrated. 1st order is to find the norm format of q(x) as Card (x); 2nd
order is to look for all q(x) of {Rank (X),Trace (X),Card(X)} such as the minimal
Rank (L) + Card (E) s.t. Y = A(L + E). 3rd order is to identify X where q(X) =
{Trank(X),Card(X)}. Among several theories developed for the sparse modeling, the
thresholding representation theory based on norm L1/2 regularization has now been
accepted as a useful method [17–19]. The extensions of such modeling techniques are
done as from linear to nonlinear cases, from 1st order problems to higher order ones
and from unconstrained to constrained situations.

There are also the progresses of clustering stability made in the HD problems. Clus-
tering analysis is to categorize a data set into subgroups according to data similarity.
It can be viewed as the basis of pattern recognition. The fundamental clustering is
K-means approach.

If a traditionalK-meansmethod isC = K (D) = argminS
∑∑

i
∑

x∈Si d(x − μi ),

then given a data flow Dt , a HD setting can be Ct = K (Dt ), Dt ⊂ Rn(pt ).
Then, the new challenges are related to variable dimension (pt ), variable sample

size n(pt ) and Ct → C∗ (which means consistency and stability).
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Chang and Xu [20] have proposed a newmodeling with feature decomposability as
an optimal clustering. If the data flow is mixture Gaussian distributed, then the sparse
K-Means is consistent, i.e., n(p) → ∞ and the optimal solution is stable, or p → ∞.

In real and distributed (R/D) computation problems, there is a finding for feasibility
of Hadoop-based regression:

Let S be a global machine, S j be local machines. Then, a Big Data setting can be
that S is too big to process in a central computer. A Hydoop-based regression can
be set up by two steps. Step one is to find all regression results of local machines
as f j , then the Hadoop-based regression is f = 1

m

∑m
j f j . However, the key is how

to estimate εs( fs) ≤ εs( f0). This problem, in fact, can be addressed by using the
random sampling inequality to estimate the hypothesis error. Under certain conditions,
a feasibility theory of [20] has showed that the Hydoop-based regression algorithm is
feasible in the sense of consistency, i.e., εs( f ∗) − εs( fρ) → 0.

In nonstructured data processing problems, visual clustering machine becomes a
new recognized approach to Big Data. The basic concept is if a data modeling problem
is viewed as a cognition problem, then the problem can be solved by simulating visual
psychology principles. Leung et al. [21] developed the HL model through visual
intuition and transmit it to HD situation by mathematical induction. This finding
follows a basic visual principle, in which the distribution of light strength reaching
at retina is controlled by the distance between the object and retina, or the curvature
of crystalline lens. This method has two phases. The first one is called scale space
representation that views the distance or curvature of lens as the scale, the image,
i.e., the light strength, of an object can be represented in multiple scales [22,23].
The second phase is called scale space clustering that views a data as a light point
and the data set as an image, then one observes the clustering structures from the
multi-scale representation of the data image [21]. Note that in this approach, the light
blob is a cluster. It corresponds to a set of data, starting from which the same local
maximum is reached. A hierarchical clustering procedure was developed to address
three basic problems for how to discretize scale? What is the real clustering? Do
clusters monotonically evolve? Through defining the lifetime of a cluster, [21] also
provided a cognition based solution for “what is real clustering”. In addition, the paper
proved that the number of cluster centers is monotonically and regularly decreasing.
Visual clustering machine has potential in many application areas, such as image
segmentation, geographic data analysis, image processing, and protein analysis.

5 Remarks

Big Data analysis is still a very pre-mature field at this point. Fundamentally speaking,
in order to conduct an applicable Big Data analysis, one should think about how to
design Big Data algorithm structure. Here is some ideas open to be discussed. First, a
BigData algorithm should be an algorithm that can process and analyzeBigData under
available computational resource and complete in a reasonable time. The Big Data
can be handled by it has at least one of following characteristics: large-size, heteroge-
neous, distributed, multi-sources, data steam, high-dimension, and high-uncertainty.
The algorithm can be performed at appropriate degree of time, storage and communi-
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cation complexity. It also has some unique properties, such as highly fault toleration,
solution integration and assembled capability. Second, the key ideas of designing a Big
Data algorithm could include maintaining the proper ratio of data sample and popula-
tion; simple modeling and simple procedure; inferior preciseness, complex inherence
and theory-based. Finally, in addition to well-known statistics or data mining meth-
ods, other computationalmethods, such as set-based processing, stochastic computing,
online computing, distributed/parallel computing, cloud computing may be employed
to construct a high-efficient Big Data algorithm.
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